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A B S T R A C T

Graduates from educational institutions within the foundation of the Bahrul Ulum Islamic Boarding School each year can be more than 1000 people. The potential for this critical data has not been supported by good data collection. The data collection process is still done manually. Therefore, the level of accuracy is still fragile. In this study, an index is applied to perform query optimization. The object of this research is the database of the graduate data information system at the Bahrul Ulum Islamic Boarding School Foundation. Data collection method using literature study and interviews. The experimental stage of this research is done by determining the target output by compiling query commands. Each query command is executed ten times to find the average execution time and runs on two different hardware platforms to determine the effect of hardware on the query process. The study results show that the index can be used for data query optimization but only if it is supported by good hardware specifications so that the command execution time is optimal. When only using the index application, the average difference in execution time is 0.5 seconds.
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1. Introduction

In 2017, the Grand Conference of the Bahrul Ulum Islamic Boarding School Foundation gave a task mandate to the elected management to collect data on graduates, students, and employees in the related environment. This mandate is necessary because the Islamic boarding school is over a century old but lacks a valid database for the data in question. The total number of graduates of the Bahrul Ulum Islamic Boarding School is hundreds of thousands of students. The vast potential of data requires data optimization techniques in the database query process.

Optimization is a measure that leads to the achievement of goals. In general, optimization means searching for the best value of a given function in a given context [1]. It can also be interpreted as a strategy to use query paths more effectively and efficiently to minimize the total time when the query process occurs. The essence of optimizing a query is to minimize the search "path" to find data stored in a physical location [2].

Due to the rapid development of technology, humans have learned to process and search for data effectively and efficiently [3]. Query optimization makes it easier to search for and manage data. Data management can be done by accessing data in the database. Processing the data is done by performing queries on the database with the DBMS [4].

The database is an essential piece of information. Like today, all human needs have been met through digital means, and almost all people rarely use paper to record important things. By using electronic devices, data can be stored in a computer. The need for electronic devices is natural for humans during a pandemic like this. With the electronic devices we have, many positive things can be done, for example, shopping from home or other transaction activities [5].

Data processing and storage systems on computers are usually referred to as "databases." A database collects data on a computer that usually describes the activities of actors in an organization [6]. Big data takes a long time to search or process records [7]. Therefore, we must choose the correct optimization technique [8]. Data collected can be processed with various techniques and answer queries with different optimization times [9].

Optimization techniques can be done in several ways. In this study, optimizing data using the index application can increase the search speed of the desired record. However, selecting fields to be indexed must be selective because not all fields can be indexed. The implementation of the index in this optimization is carried out so that the performance of the information system can be created properly. An application that requires adequate access to this research is a database in information system data collection for the graduate of the Bahrul Ulum Islamic boarding school database, especially if the data stored is extensive. With the application of the index in the optimization of query data, it is expected to speed up the process of searching for data.

2. Methodology

2.1 The Research Object

The object of this research is a database in the graduate information system of the Bahrul Ulum Islamic Boarding School. With this database, it is expected that the data accuracy can be enhanced.
2.2 Method of Collecting Data

This research uses experimental research methods. The data collection techniques used are literature study and interviews. A literature study is used to collect data related to query optimization. The interviews were used to dig up technical-related data running in the related information system.

2.3 Experiment Stage

The experimental stages in this study are generally divided into five stages. The first stage is to analyze the database structure. In the analysis of this database structure, the selection of tables that will be related to query optimization is carried out. The second stage is to determine the expected output target. At this stage, a sample of the output target of the query process is taken, then proceeds to the third stage, namely the preparation of the query command to get the output target in the second stage. At the same time, the fourth stage is testing the query command. Each query command will be executed ten times to see the average execution time in this fourth stage.

In comparison, the fifth stage is recording the results of the execution trials. The fourth and fifth stages will run on two different hardware specifications. These stages can be illustrated in Figure 1, and the description of the illustration will be presented in more detail in the sub-chapters 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

![Figure 1 Experiment Stage](image)

2.3.1 Database Structure

Database structure analysis is a structural analysis carried out on raw data arranged into several tables in the database structure. The tables needed are shown in Figure 2.

The database structure shown in Figure 2 is involved in the query optimization process. Each table is, on average, one-to-one related. Only the alumni table is related one-to-many.
2.3.2 Design of Output and Query Command

The output design stage is made to formulate the desired output. At this stage, 5 data output targets are arranged to perform query optimization experiments. They are the expected targets, namely: 1. Graduate data based on educational history, 2. Graduate data based on dormitory history, 3. Graduate data based on work history, 4. Graduate data based on community activity history, 5. Graduate data with education, work, dormitory, and school history.

The command used to generate the output target will be helpful in the following few paragraphs. To get the first output target, graduate data based on education history with the statement "where," you can use the following command: 

```
SELECT * FROM tbl_alumni JOIN tbl_riwy_pend WHERE tbl_riwy_pend.alumni="23".
```

While to get the second output target, namely graduate data based on the history of the dormitory, by applying the statement "where," you can use the following query command: 

```
SELECT * FROM tbl_alumni, JOIN tbl_riwy_asrama WHERE tbl_riwy_asrama.alumni="25".
```

When we want to get the third output target, graduate data based on employment history, by applying the statement "where," you can use the following query command: 

```
SELECT * FROM tbl_alumni JOIN tbl_riwy_jobs WHERE tbl_riwy_jobs.alumni="27".
```

The following output target is graduate data, based on the history of activities in the community. To get this data, we can use the query command like this: 

```
SELECT * FROM tbl_alumni JOIN tbl_riwy_keg_community WHERE tbl_riwy_keg_community.alumni="30".
```

The next output target is to do a joint between several tables to get graduate data based on education history, dormitory history, work history, and activity history in the community. To get this data, we can use the query command like
this: select * from tbl_alumni join tbl_riwy_pend on tbl_riwy_pend.alumni = tbl_alumni.id_alumni join tbl_riwy_asrama on tbl_riwy_asrama.alumni = tbl_alumni.id_alumni join tbl_riwy_pekerjaan on tbl_riwy_pekerjaan.alumni = tbl_alumni.id_alumni join tbl_riwy_keg_masyarakat on tbl_riwy_keg_masyarakat.alumni = tbl_alumni.id_alumni.

One way of optimizing the query is by using a subquery. To get the output data like the previous query by applying a subquery, we can use a query command like this.

```
SELECT id_alumni, nama_lengkap, subquery1.nama_sekolah, subquery1.thn_lulus AS tahun_lulus_pend, subquery2.nama_asrama, subquery2.thn_lulus AS tahun_lulus_asrama, subquery3.nama_pekerjaan, subquery3.tahun AS tahun_kerja, subquery4.bentuk_keg_masyarakat, subquery4.tahun AS tahun_keg
FROM tbl_alumni
(SELECT alumni, nama_sekolah, thn_lulus FROM tbl_riwy_pend JOIN tbl_alumni ON tbl_riwy_pend.alumni = tbl_alumni.id_alumni JOIN mst_sekolah ON tbl_riwy_pend.sekolah = mst_sekolah.id_sekolah) AS subquery1,
(SELECT alumni, nama_asrama, thn_lulus FROM tbl_riwy_asrama JOIN tbl_alumni ON tbl_riwy_asrama.alumni = tbl_alumni.id_alumni JOIN mst_asrama ON tbl_riwy_asrama.asrama = mst_asrama.id_asrama) AS subquery2,
(SELECT alumni, nama_pekerjaan, tahun FROM tbl_riwy_pekerjaan JOIN tbl_alumni ON tbl_riwy_pekerjaan.alumni = tbl_alumni.id_alumni JOIN mst_pekerjaan ON tbl_riwy_pekerjaan.pekerjaan = mst_pekerjaan.id_pekerjaan) AS subquery3,
(SELECT alumni, bentuk_keg_masyarakat, tahun FROM tbl_riwy_keg_masyarakat JOIN tbl_alumni ON tbl_riwy_keg_masyarakat.alumni = tbl_alumni.id_alumni) AS subquery4
WHERE tbl_alumni.id_alumni = subquery1.alumni AND tbl_alumni.id_alumni = subquery2.alumni AND tbl_alumni.id_alumni = subquery3.alumni AND tbl_alumni.id_alumni = subquery4.alumni.
```

The hardware specifications used to test the query command above can be described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>Linux Mint 19.3 Tricia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-2520M CPU @ 2.50GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>DDR3 4 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>Windows 7 Starter SP 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-2520M CPU @ 2.50GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>DDR3 1,5 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Result and Discussion

Based on the query testing process that has been carried out, it can be described in the following discussion. The first query was tested ten times to get the average execution time. This query command was run on two different hardware platforms to see the difference in execution time. The execution time can be presented in Figure 3.

In the first query command test, the index implementation was run on two different hardware platforms. It has a difference in execution time of 0.0781 seconds. At the same time, the query that does not use the index has a difference in execution time of 0.011 seconds.
In the second query test, the index implementation between the first and second hardware has an average execution time difference of 0.0889 seconds. As for queries on tables that do not apply indexes, the average execution time difference is 0.0525 seconds. The detailed results can be seen in Figure 4.

**Figure 3** First Query Process Outcome

**Figure 4** Second Query Process Outcome

**Figure 5** Third Query Process Outcome
The third query test has little difference from the previous test. It was only different in the join table. The average difference between the first and second hardware index implementations was 0.0685 seconds. In comparison, those who do not use the index have a difference in execution time of 0.0389 seconds. Meanwhile, the average difference between queries using the index on the fourth query command test was 0.1082 seconds. The execution time of each test is presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

In testing the fifth query command, we test a five-tables join. If we pay attention, the execution time between the first and tenth tests has a longer execution time than the previous. However, the resulting pattern is still the same: the index application can reduce execution time, although it may not be very significant. If we pay attention, the factors that affect the execution time of the query command are not limited to the application of the index but also the hardware specifications, especially hardware related to data processing. The results of testing the fifth query command are presented in Figure 7.
In Figure 7, the execution time is above 100 seconds because the fifth query command does not apply data conditions using a ‘where’ clause. An application of the subquery in the last test combined with the index can be made. However, execution time is greatly influenced by the RAM capacity because the subquery requires a temporary storage medium that is large enough to accommodate the results of the subquery before being executed on the central query command. The details of execution time can be seen in Figure 8.

4 Conclusions

Based on the discussion above, some conclusions can be drawn as follows.
1. The structure of the query command and the table that is read affect the execution process of the query command.
2. The database normalization stage must be carried out so that the preparation of query commands can be carried out correctly and efficiently.
3. Application of index as a stage in database optimization can be done but must be accompanied by determining the right field.
4. The optimization factor is not limited to the application of indexes and subqueries but is also influenced by hardware specifications.
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